
Quickly upload large amounts of documents. Easily invite third 
parties into a shared repository with a few simple clicks. Ensure 
compliance with strictest global security standards, including HIPAA 
medical data privacy requirements.

 
Upload and control access to eCTD files. Our project management 
team helps you organize and search through eCTD content easily.

Lock documents down to prevent saving & printing; watermark 
documents with user details and opacity toggle. Track activity in 
real-time down to the page and second level and request detailed 
audit trails. 

Streamline Q&A in the data room. See and prioritize unanswered 
questions; multi-level permissions ensures control; Q&A analytics 
dashboard provides actionable insights into buyer engagement. Track 
all communications in real-time, with detailed reports by request.

The huge volume of confidential documents in the 
drug development fundraising, licensing or exit process 
requires a secure location to easily share information. 

eCTD formatted documents such as IND 
(Investigational Drug Applications) and NDA (New 
Drug Applications) can be hard to upload,  
organize and make searchable.

Nowhere is tight, document-level control more 
critical than in drug development transactions, where 
the entire value of the company rests on its R&D.

Complex drug development processes require an 
easy way to ask, answer and track questions without 
transmitting information insecurely via email or Excel. 

CHALLENGES DATASITEONE SOLUTIONS

Merrill DatasiteOne, a market-leading SaaS due diligence platform, enables dealmakers around the world to focus on the deal, not the data room. 
Sophisticated analytics, ironclad security and world-class support make DatasiteOne the cloud-based virtual data room of choice for life sciences finance 
professionals in more than 170 countries. 
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Document chaos Securely share content

eCTD blindness Upload and search in eCTD file format

IP vulnerability Control and track document access

Insecure Q&A transmittals Keep Q&A safe and on-track

CHALLENGES & SOLUTIONS FOR DOCUMENT SHARING  
IN THE DRUG DEVELOPMENT PROCESS


